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Product design: Mechanical systems

Linkage systems

3-bar linkages are rigid, but by making one of the 
bars adjustable in length in some way this linkage 
system becomes a useful mechanism. Here are 
some examples.

• The framework of a deckchair is an adjustable 
3-bar linkage system. It forms a load-bearing 
structure that can be adjusted. 

• The car jack contains an adjustable 3-bar linkage 
system. It forms a mechanism for raising and 
lowering heavy loads.

Design factors

• You will need to design a means of keeping the 
adjustable bar in a fixed position for a rigid 
structure.

Changing force and movement

Levers

Levers can be used to:

•  increase force and decrease speed or distance 
travelled, as in a crowbar or wheelbarrow;

     input

       input                         output

              fulcrum

    output

  

   

  fulcrum

• increase speed or distance travelled and decrease 
force, as in a pair of tweezers;

       output

       

         fulcrum    input
           output

 fulcrum

           input   output

• change direction, as in a bell crank.

            input

          fulcrum

 lock

  rod  output

Design factors

•  To increase output force, distance of effort from 
fulcrum must be greater than distance of load from 
fulcrum.

• To increase speed or distance travelled, distance 
of effort from fulcrum must be less than distance of 
load from fulcrum.

• To change direction, fulcrum must be between 
load and effort.

   input
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4-bar linkages are not rigid and have many 
applications, for example:

• keeping moving parts parallel, as in the lamp 
below;

• providing fold-flat structures, as in this double-
glazed window hinge below;

• converting rotary movement to recriprocating 
or oscillating movement, as in this mechanical 
hacksaw on the right.

Design factors

• When used to keep moving parts parallel, 
you will need to design the linkages to form 
a parallelogram, i.e. opposite sides equal in 
length but each pair different in length.

• In fold-flat structures, the linkages need not 
form a parallelogram but the total length of one 
pair of sides must equal the total length of the 
other pair.

• To enable a complete rotation of the crank 
arm when convering rotary to reciprocating or 
oscillating movement, you will need to ensure 
that the combined length of the shortest 
and longest bars is less than or equal to the 
combined length of the other two bars.
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Cams
A cam can be used to convert rotating movement to 
either oscillating or reciprocating movement.

      Follower

        Axle

 
      Cam (input)

  Cam producing reciprocating movement

Follower (output)

 
Cam (input)

   Cam producing oscillating movement

Design factors

•	 By changing the profile (shape) of the cam you 
can control the way the follower moves, as 
shown.

   Flat   Displacement of 
follower  follower

  Angle of rotation of cam

Pear-shaped cam  
   (intermittent)

 Roller   Displacement of 
follower  follower 

 

  Angle of rotation of cam

Eccentric cam

     Edge  Displacement  
   follower  of follower 
  on rocker 

 
    Angle of rotation of cam
  Heart-shaped  
        cam  
(uniform velocity)

Plain follower    Displacement of  
     follower

      Angle of rotation of cam 

 Snail cam  
(drop cam)
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The Geneva mechanism combines a cam and 
follower with a peg and slot as shown. For a constant 
speed rotation input, it produces intermittent part 
rotation output. It has many applications, for example 
in moving toys and automata.

Design factors

• You will need to position the shafts for the cam and 
the follower precisely and ensure that the peg fits 
smoothly into the slots.

INPUT    OUTPUT

This curve makes 
space for the 

follower to turn

          Follower  
            turns

         OUTPUT  
         (follower)

INPUT

This curve makes 
space for the 

follower to turn
Peg

 Slot

 

 follower        follower 
           stationary                 stationaryThis curve stops 

the follower from 
turning
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Gears
Gears can be used for a variety of purposes, for 
example:

•   change the direction of rotation; • change the type of motion;

FORWARD

 spindle gear

       forward

 

 driver gear rotates  
 in same direction  
 as spindle

REVERSE

 spindle gear

 driver gear  
 rotates in  
 opposite  
 direction to  
 spindle
            reverse

• alter the axis of rotation;

This mechanism 
is non-slip
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• increase output speed of rotation (and decrease 
output force).

     22 teeth

      6 teeth    35 teeth

   flywheel

   10 teeth

     35 teeth

“To store enough energy to make this toy go, the flywheel 
must turn very fast. When the user “scoots” the toy along 
the ground, the gears increase the speed, to make the 
flywheel go over 20 times faster than the back wheel”

• increase output force (and decrease output speed);

  low speed high speed

         Front view

  57 teeth

32 teeth

    chuck

    13 teeth

    6 teeth

Design factors

•  To increase speed and reduce force (gearing up) 
the output gear must have more teeth than the 
input gear.

•  To increase force and reduce speed (gearing down) 
the output gear must have less teeth than the input 
gear.

• It is important to have the correct distance 
between the shafts. If too close together and the 
gears are hard to turn, wear more quickly and may 
jam; if too far apart the gears may slip.

• Metal gears may need lubrication to reduce friction, 
wear and noise.
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Assembly guide
These guidelines will help you assemble 
mechanical systems.

Before starting:

•   identify all the parts;

•   check that you have all the parts;

•   plan the order of assembly so that you can easily 
access parts that have to be added or adjusted at 
the end.

When assembling:

• beware of over tightening (breakages);

• align and adjust before final tightening;

• check for missing or unused parts;

• test each subsystem as you go.

Here is an example showing how Ruth assembled this conveyor belt.

1    She checked all the parts against her component 
chart.

          Driver drum x 1

 
            Driven drum x 1

  Drive pulley x 1 Plain end      Pulley end 
  Motor screws x 2 plate x 3      plate x 1 
  Motor bracket x 1

  Motor x 1  Tensioner bracket x 2

            Tensioner nut x 2

        Drive belt x 1

     Chassis x 1

 Hold end    Slot end
              Axle x 2       Tensioner  
          screw x 2
        Axle nut (nylon locknut) x 2  Packing washer 
          (assorted)

    Copnveyer belt x 1   Staples (from  
      office stapler)

2 She applied glue to each endplate in turn, and 
tapped it into the drum

 
        Driver  
        drum

   Plain end plate         Pulley end plate

    Driver drum        Plain end plate

 She glued the square nuts onto the tensioner  
brackets ... 

 and screwed the motor to its bracket, then 
tapped the pulley onto the motor shaft.

3 She hung the drive belt over the drum. She fitted 
one axle and the drum with the pulley to the end 
of the chassis with axle holes, putting a standard 
washer between the chassis and the pulley 
endplate.

   The pulley end of the drum  
   must be on the side of the  
   chassis with curved slots

      Washer       Chassis 

  Drive belt

     Drum with pulley  Axle holes  Axle 
           end plate
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4

5

6

7

10

4 She used a feeler gauge to measure the space 
between the endplate and the chassis. This is called 
end float. She added special thin washers to the 
gap until it was only 0.5 mm. Then she screwed 
a nylon locknut onto the end of the axle. She 
tightened the nut until it started to ‘pinch’ the drum, 
then she loosened it slightly until the drum turned 
freely.

5 She fitted the motor through the hole in the 
chassis, and used a long screwdriver to tighten the 
motor bracket screws.

6 She connected the motor to a battery, and 
adjusted the motor bracket until the belt was tight 
and the drum turned smoothly.

7 Using a large elastic band to hold the tensioner 
brackets in place, she screwed the tensioners into 
the brackets ...

8 Then fitted the other drum and axle, adjusted the 
end float and tightened the other locknut (as in 4). 
She slackened the tensioners right off.

9 She looped the conveyor belt material around both 
drums, and stapled the ends together.

10 Finally, she tested the conveyor belt using the sorts 
of objects it was intended to convey. She adjusted 
the tensioner so that the belt didn’t slip.

�

�

Screwdriver 
holes


